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SITE
SITE INFO
INFO
Artscape & artist’s
community

Local artwork and
historical
signiﬁcance is not
displayed.

Built in 1888 for artists &
businessmen of the community

Streetcar facility (1920’s-40’s)
Communal space and
history preservation

Farmer’s market,
weddings, & exhibitions

Outdated play structures &
lack of shade/seating

SITE
SITE
USERS
INFO

Diverse, with
all ages

Signature events attract
visitors of all kinds

Local artists work
and reside here

Toddlers, seniors, and
school-aged children

51% of Ward 12 residents
live in 5+ storey buildings

SITE INFO
Design
Goals

Community

Integrated

Accessible
Arts &
culture

Sustainable

Environmental

Repurposed
Historical values

Representational

Accomodating

Interactive

Educational
Local
Multigenerational

Safety

PRECEDENT
SITE INFO

Art Expression

Visibility is
insured

Contrasts during
all seasons
Industrial
Theme
Streetcar Part
Installation Art

Beautiful
Lighting in
the Winter

Streetcar Walkway

Preservation
of History
Large structures
will help control
wind in the cold

Seating is
provided
in the car

Seasons and Time

PRECEDENT
SITE INFO

Physical Inclusivity
Soft Ground

Old
shipping
containers
and storm
pipe
integrated
into the
play
structures

Accessible Play
Structures
Youth
Friendly

Age Inclusivity

Seating is
provided all
over the park

Play structures
are available
for winter play

Seating Around the Park

PRECEDENT
SITE INFO
Low Maintenance Plants

Landscaping
designated for
resting and
recharging

Recycling
Awareness

Environmental
Sustainability

Communal
Acknowledgment

Sensory path
made with reused
substances

To allow the
community to
contribute to the
design of the park,
they will help
design the shadow
art structure.

Accessible
Fountain

BUBBLE DIAGRAM

CONCEPT
PLAN
SITE INFO

DESIGN STATEMENT

Wychwood Barns is the cultural hub and the heart of the diverse community it represents. Since 1888, it has served
Toronto’s artists, business-people, residential communities, and transit facilities. The park is a wonderful communal space,
however there are concerns about safety, accessibility, and inclusiveness. Several features of the park have become
outdated and there is a lack of shade, integrated play, community, and historical representation.
Our design aims to revitalize, preserve, and commemorate Wychwood Barns Park. The base concept of our design is
to make the park natural, sustainable and diverse while having an industrial style aesthetic.
As our group was brainstorming we immediately identified that we needed to acknowledge the rich history of the land,
so we incorporated two installations; a streetcar walkway made of an old streetcar and a mural constructed from recycled
streetcar parts. These features will acknowledge the history of the barns while giving the park its own uniqueness.

Another goal we had for our design was to help make the park inclusive to people of all different abilities. We accomplished this by
placing ample seating around the area, adding in a ramp, and integrating safety and accessibility into our unique play structures. All these
features accommodate people of different ages and abilities so that everyone who comes to this park feels welcome and safe.
Throughout the whole design process our group ensured to keep in mind the significance of art. We chose to add more greenery and
landscaping to help give the park a natural aspect. Our design also makes use of positive and negative space through the use of
nightscaping. The additional lighting helps increase visibility and in doing so, invites people to spend more time at the park.
Overall, our design for Wychwood Barns Park optimizes the space for the whole community and unleashes its potential to combine art,
history, nature, and culture with everyday enjoyment.

Thank you for
reviewing our
project.
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